NOTE:
THIS PRODUCT MAY NOT FIT SOME STANDARD PALLETS.

MIN LOWERED HT 1 7/8"

PLEASE VERIFY YOUR MINIMUM HT

STANDARD FEATURES
MODEL NUMBER: PM4-3348-LP
OVERALL LENGTH OF FORKS IS 48 INCHES
OVERALL WIDTH OF FORKS IS 33 INCHES
I.D. OF FORKS IS 19 INCHES
LOWERED HEIGHT OF 1 7/8 INCHES
RAISED HEIGHT OF 6 INCHES
CAPACITY IS 4,000 LBS.
POLYURETHANE WHEELS

SPECIAL FEATURES
NONE

**SPECIAL UNITS ARE NON-RETURNABLE
*AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COSTS

APPROVAL
I, the undersigned, hereby approve this print
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This includes my approval of design & dimensions.
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